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THE LDITOR)s 5TUMP
Accepting Dorothy Comm's invitation to edit
an all--Atlantic Union College issue of Adventist
Heritage was easy. Putting it together wasn't. The
challenge was to tell-even to begin telling-AUC's
story in only 48 pages? After all, it took Myron
Wehtje 255 pages just to narrate the events of the
school's first 50 years in And There Was Light, the
book he write for our centennial in 1982.
There's ever so much more we would love to have
been able to tell you about our college. For instance, we
feel that one of our strengths is our location in literary
and historic New England. Just a halfhour's drive from
Concord, an hour from Boston, and an hour and a half
from Cape Cod, AUC offers students and faculty
members hundreds of choices for enrichment, enter--
tainment, and recreation.
Another strength is the variety of opportunities
we offer nontraditional students, such as our Adult
Degree Program and our Center for Innovative Edu--
cation, which offers certificate and diploma courses
by computer.
We'd also like to boast about what some of our
academic departments are doing these days. But we
can't do everything! So we've narrowed our focus to
what we feel makes us what we are and sets us apart
from our sister Seventh--day Adventist colleges-our
diverse, creative, colorful, wonderful, often chal--
lenging people.
In Then, Now, and Tomorrow: Perspectives on
Education at Atlantic Union College, Ann Parrish,
professor of English, wrote about AUC as a multi--
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cultural community. During the first term of 1882,
all but one of the first 19 students were from New
England. "They were white, earnest, and with pro--
nounceable names," she wrote.
"However, as the school grew, it soon lost its
homogeneity," she continued. "I think it is safe to say
that through most of its 100--year--oldhistory, this
campus has had a student body more diversified in
race, cultural background, and national origin than
has any other Adventist campus in North America.
"Perhaps coming to terms with that diversity,
becoming an accepting and accepted part of a school
family so oddly-so frighteningly-different from
one's own family is as important a part of AUC's
educational heritage as are its academic programs."
And so, I hope you enjoy reading about AUC
and its people. In addition to the authors, two other
people have made major contributions to this issue:
our former president, Lawrence T. Geraty, who
planned the issue with me as he was on his way out
AUC's door, headed for La Sierra Univeristy, and
Myron Wehtje, professor of history, who answered
innumerable questions and verified facts so that this
issue woulq be as accurate as possible.
Unless otherwise noted, photos are from the
Oscar R. Schmidt Heritage Room at the G. Eric
Jones Library or the alumni and public relations
office.
-Jocelyn Fay
As the new chair of the Adventist Heritage man~
aging board, it is my privilege to alert readers to a
transition that is taking place with this issue. Ronald
Graybill (PhD, Johns Hopkins University), Associ~
ate Professor of History and chair of La Sierra
University's Department of History and Political
Science, will again assume the editorship ofAdventist
Heritage. This is especially appropriate because of
Ron's dual interests in nineteenth~century Ameri~
can cultural and denominational history as well as
his newly honed skills in photography (which he is
employing this summer as chief of photography for
the Madaba Plains Archceological Project in Jor~
dan).
The journal's new half~time managing editor is
Gary Chartier (PhD, University of Cambridge),
whose special interests revolve around contempo~
raryChristian theology and ethics, aswell aspolitical
theory, and who is currently completing a book on
the idea of friendship. His commitment to La Sierra
University during the last few years-:-demonstrated
by largely volunteer assistance to the School of
Religion, the Student Association, and other cam~
pus entities-has been exemplary. We are pleased
that his abilities as a wordsmith along with his broad
knowledge of Adventist history and theology can
now be pu~ to work on Adventist Heritage, the con~
tinuing publication ofwhich we believe is one of the
important commitments La Sierra has made to both
scholarship and solidarity with Adventism.
Both of these editors are La Sierra University
alums, who are now giving back to the institution
that helped shape their intellectual development.
They are assisted in this endeavor, of course, by a
talented staff and board whose names you will find
listed elsewhere. Inote particularly the name ofKent
Rogers, a graduate student in the Department of
English, who is serving as assistant managing editor.
Most importantly, the board wishes to thank
Dorothy Minchin Comm (PhD, University of
Alberta), longtime Professor of English and
specialist in writing, who, as editor~in~chief,
sometimes almost singlehandedly kept the jour~
nal going through difficult times. We are
pleased she has agreed to stay on as assistant
editor following the completion of this, the last
issue for which she is responsible as editor~in~
chief. It was she who arranged with Jocelyn
Fay, guest editor of this issue, for a retrospective on
Atlantic Union College, Dorothy's alma mater and
the denomination's oldest college that continues to
function in its original location. Given my own long
and recent history of involvement with that institu~
tion, I am especially pleased to help playa part in
bringing its fascinating story to a wider audience.
InJ anuary of 1994LaSierra University's trustees
reviewed and approved in concept an organizational
document for the new Adventist Heritage, thus giving
it a new lease on life-though it is expected to
become more self~sustaining as the months go by. It
will continue to be a journal ofAdventist history and
life, as Dorothy defined it. One can expect articles
that are rigorous and accurate, analytical, contex~
tual, and interpretive. If you have ideas or sugges~
tions, please communicate them to the editors. We
look forward to participating in the Adventist dia~
logue for a long time to come and remember that, like
Frederick the Great, we "love an opposition that has
convictions," rather than the merely tolerant, whose
peak "is most readily achieved by those who are not
burdened with convictions" (Alexander Chase).
-Lawrence T. Geraty
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The School by the Nashua
By Clio Prescott
A early as the 1870s, the
town of Lancaster, Massachusetts,
emerged as the center of Seventh ..day
Adventism in New England. Situated in
the Nashua Valley of central Massa ..
chusetts, the attractive, semi ..rural
town was accessible to Adventist
believers from all directions. The
town was also home for a relatively
large and growing Adventist con ..
gregation that moved in 1878 into a
newly constructed church building
at the intersection of Narrow Lane
and Sawyer Street in the village of
South Lancaster, which lay between
the north and south branches of the
Nashua River. Most importantly,
perhaps, Lancaster was the home ..
town of Stephen N. Haskell, the presi ..
dent of the New England Conference.
After his ordination to the ministry
and election as conference president in
1870, Haskell became the preeminent
figure in New England Adventism. An
energetic leader and skillful organizer,
the former soap ..maker was determined to
do everything possible to advance the
Adventist cause in New England. Among
other things, he increasingly nurtured
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the dream of establishing a school to train
young people to serve the denomination
in New England. That dream finally be ..
came a reality in 1882.
At a "quarterly meeting" of the New
England Conference, held in the Village
Church in South Lancaster in early Feb ..
ruary, 1882, Haskell gained formal ap"
proval for the founding of a school. In
succeeding weeks he and his wife Mary,
Pastor Dores A. Robinson of the Village
Church and his wife Edna, and Maria L.
Huntley were foremost in promoting the
project. Haskell recruited Goodloe Harper
Bell and Edith Sprague, former members
of the Battle Creek College faculty, to
teach at the new school. Bell, one of the
most prominent Adventist educators at
the time, would also serve as principal.
The new institution, essentially
an elementary school, opened on
April 19, 1882, in a former carriage
house across Sawyer Street from the
Village Church and a short distance
behind Haskell's house on Main
Street. Nineteen students attended
on the opening day, but by the end of
the spring term on June 28, the en ..
rollment had risen to 24. Half of the
students were from Lancaster, and
most of the others came from other
locations in the various New En ..
gland states other than Connecti ..
cut.
Although the enrollment had not
quite fulfilled expectations, Haskell and
the other boosters regarded the opening
term as a success. During the summer of
1882 the leaders made plans to conduct a
fall term. When the enrollment doubled
during that term and then kept climbing,
the confidence of the founders seemed to
be justified. In November, Haskell wrote,
"The blessing of God has accompanied
our school so far, and we consider this a
clear indication that advance steps should
be taken."
The continued growth and prosper ..
ity of the school obviously required larger,
permanent facilities. In 1883 the con ..
stituents of the school decided to pur ..
chase property and construct new build ..
ings. That decision made it necessary to
place the school on a firmer legal basis,
and so on December 12, 1883, it was
incorporated under the name of South
Lancaster Academy. Contributions from
"stockholders" soon made it possible to
begin construction on two tracts of land
to the north of the school site and west of
Main Street.
Chapin Henry Harris was the fore ..
man of the work crew that constructed a
classroom building on the more northerly
parcel of land. Known for many years
simply as "the Academy," it remains in
use today as Founders Hall. On the more
southerly parcel of land, a short distance
from the Village
Church, the builders
erected a residence
hall known at first as
"the Students' Home"
(and eventually, after
its enlargement, as
East ..West Hall). Un ..
fortunately, the new
buildings were not
ready by the time of
the scheduled open ..
ing of school in 1884.
The fall term did not
begin until after the
dedication of the new buildings on Octo ..
ber 17.
Because Goodloe Harper Bell had
returned to his home in Michigan, a new
principal greeted the students in the fall
of 1884. Dores Robinson accepted a tem ..
porary appointment as Bell's replacement
while the school board searched for an
educator to take the principalship. Other
additions to the faculty included Sara
Jane Hall, a woman of commanding pres ..
ence, who would have a profound influ ..
ence on hundreds of students in her En ..
glish classes over the next quarter cen ..
tury.
Robinson's caretaker term ended in
1885, when Charles C. Ramsey arrived
from Healdsburg College in California to
assume the principalship. Confident, en ..
ergetic, and visionary, Ramsey set out to
transform the little school. Among other
things, responding especially to the needs
of a young Vermonter named Rowena
Purdon, he introduced a secondary cur ..
riculum that included courses in Latin.
He also labored to convince the academy's
supporters of the need to enlarge its mis ..
sion in another sense. Ramsey believed
that the school should do more than train
workers for the denomination. In his view,
education was important for its own sake.
There was resistance to some of Ramsey's
initiatives, and he left, disillusioned, in
1888-but not before presiding over the
first secondary ..level graduation, in which
Rowena Purdon and three other young
women received their diplomas.
Although George Caviness, the next
principal, was a classicist like Ramsey, he
was an ordained minister, and so his ap"
pointment inspired renewed confidence
among those who had become concerned
about the spiritual life of the school fam ..
ily. Most of the lingering suspicions were
dissolved by early 1889, when Ellen White
and Alonzo T. Jones preached to the
students about righteousness by faith dur ..
ing a revival series conducted in the Vil ..
lage Church.
Under the steady leadership of
Caviness, the school gained renewed sup"
port and grew in enrollment. The ex ..
panding enrollment made it necessary to
enlarge Academy Hall and to construct a
large, new dormitory on Main Street, a
short distance from the east of the class ..
room building. Before the new building
could be completed (to accommodate
young women, young men, and at least
some of the faculty), Caviness left in
1894 to become president of Battle Creek
College; his successor, Joseph Haughey,
oversaw the completion of the proj ect.
Haughey, influenced strongly by dis ..
cuss ions in 1891 at a denomination ..wide
educational convention in Harbor
Springs, Michigan,
came hoping to carry
ou t various reforms
that would make edu ..
cation at the academy
more distinctively
Adventist. Increas ..
ingly, however, he was
distracted by the finan ..
cial problems confront ..
ing the school as are ..
suIt of the national de ..
pression of the mid ..
1890s. Declining en ..
rollments and mount ..
ing debts finally forced the sale of the new
dormitory to a group that was planning to
open a sanitarium in Lan ..caster. In 1899,
Opposite Page: The dormitory, later to become
West Hall when East Hall was added to it.
Above: East and West Halls, which lived theirwhole
livesas dormitoriesbefore beingrazed in the 1960s.
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Haughey returned to Michigan, and
Frederick Griggs, a promising young mem ..
ber of the faculty of Battle Creek College,
became the new principal of SLA.
Serving from 1899 to 1907, Griggs
provided exceptional leadership during the
earliest years of the new century. In addi ..
tion to rebuilding the academy's enroll ..
ment, expanding its curriculum, and reduc ..
ing its indebtedness, aswell as adding awest
wing to the old dormitory near the Village
Church and providing new work opportu ..
nities for students, he cultivated high mo ..
rale among students
and faculty alike. As
a result of Griggs' ef..
forts, South Lan ..
caster Academy was
a flourishing institu ..
tion when Benjamin
F. Machlan became
principal in 1907.
The former
principal of an acad ..
emy in Indiana,
Machlan was des ..
tined to head the
school during three separate periods-from
1907 to 1909, again from 1912 to 1916, and
finally from 1921 to 1927. His 12 years of
service would make him one of the two
longest ..serving principals/presidents in the
history of the institution. His personal
warmth and engaging manner made him
one of the most beloved.
During Machlan's first two terms of
service and the intervening principalship
of Charles S. Longacre, the academy main ..
tained much of the momentum generated
in the Griggs era. The enrollment reached
a new high of 225 on the opening day of
Many students paid their way through school by
working at the E. E. Miles Company, manufac ..
turer of diaries, pocket dictionaries, and scrap..
books. Miles established the company on the west
side of the campus in 1903.
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school in 1907 and remained strong for
many years. Religious enthusiasm contin ..
ued at ahigh level. Much of it washarnessed
to an upsurge of interest in foreign missions.
Student activities became more varied and
interesting. Some extracurricular energy
went into the publication of a student pa ..
per, The Student Idea, which made its first
appearance in 1907 and soon claimed 700
subscribers. A fire in Academy Hall in 1907
and a smallpox quarantine in 1912 were
among the big stories covered by the paper.
So was the completion in 1913 of a new
building located to the west of Academy
Hall. Named in honor of the brother of a
New York donor, the Browning building
became the new home of the teacher ..train ..
ing department and the elementary ..grade
classrooms.
Following a term of service in Austra ..
lia, Machlan was back at the helm of the
school when World War I began in 1914.
However, he transferred to Washington
Missionary College in 1916, a year before
the United States entered the war. William
G. Wirth succeeded him; M. E. Olsen led
the school through the remainder of the
war period and into the postwar era. Then
Otto John and George Lehman headed the
school briefly before Machlan's return in
1921.
Steep inflation resulting from the war
effort caused serious difficulty for the schoo 1.
Unusual adjustments had to be made in
charges for student meals and in pay for
teachers, among other things. Undeterred
by such developments, students demon ..
strated their patriotism in a variety of ways,
including knitting sweaters (even in classes)
and baking cookies to send to those serving
in the armed forces. When an influenza
epidemic struck central Massachusetts late
in the war, public ..spirited students also
went out into surrounding towns to care for
the ill.
Meanwhile, dozens of students were
drafted into military service, and others
volunteered in an ..
ticipation of being
drafted. After the
war itwascalculated
that at least 76
former SLA stu ..
dents had served in
the armed forces
during World War
1. At least three of
them died during
the war. Many oth ..
ers experienced se..
rious difficulties,
sometimes including imprisonment, be ..
cause of their noncom ..batancy and Sab ..
bath observance. The armistice ofNov em..
ber 11, 1918, meant even more to them, of
course, than to the students back in South
Lancaster, whose classes were canceled so
that they could celebrate.
The end of the war was not the only
source of excitement in South Lancaster in
the fall of 1918. During that same season
the academy was transformed into Lancaster
Junior College. When Machlan returned
in 1921, therefore, he became a junior
college president. The veteran educator
was not content with that status, however.
He soon won approval for the upgrading of
Lancaster Junior College to a four ..year col ..
lege. In 1922 the institution was renamed
Atlantic Union College. In the fall of 1922
there was an encouraging 25 percent in ..
crease in enrollment, but there was disap ..
pointment when the Massachusetts legisla..
ture authorized the school to grant only the
Bachelor of Theology degree and not the
hoped ..for Bachelor ofArts and Bachelor of
Science degrees.
Other important organizational devel ..
opments occurred in the 1920s. In 1920,
shortly before Machlan's return, the stu ..
dents formed an association called the "Stu ..
dent Movement." In 1926 that organiza ..
tion replaced The Student Idea with a new ..
style school paper that has carried the name
of The Lancastrian ever since. (A few years
later, after the Machlan era, the student
organization began sponsoring a yearbook,
known after 1931 as The Minuteman.) Dor ..
mitory clubs, complete with Greek letters,
were also formed during the 1920s.
Yet another important organization,
formed in 1926, was the school's alumni
association. The alums chose Rowena
Purdon as their president. Since her gradu ..
ation from the old academy in 1888, she
had served intermittently on the faculty
(most recently as a mathematics teacher).
After a brief stint as principal of Greater
New York Academy, she came back in
1928 to stay. For the next 26 years, Purdon
would serve the school in various capaci ..
ties, including that the institution's pioneer
historian.
Machlan became seriously ill in the
fall of 1927, left the college in December,
and died the following May. Nelson H.
Saunders served as acting president until
Otto John arrived in 1928 to assume the
presidency. Soon after John took office, the
secondary program gained a principal of its
own and began to reemerge from the shadow
of the college. As a result, John was able to
devote most of his attention to the needs of
the collegiate program. As it turned out,
that was fortuitous, for the college struggled
to remain afloat during the depression of
the 1930s. One of the most important
achievements of the John administration
was to persuade the leaders of the General
Conference of Seventh ..day Adventists to
back awayfrom their recommendation that
the school revert to junior ..college status.
Another accomplishment was the consoli ..
dation of the campus through the purchase
of the land lying between the classroom
buildings to the north and the dormitories
to the south. The physical plant was signifi..
cantly improved by the construction of a
science building on a part of the new Iy
acquired land. Donated by E. E. Miles, a
local entrepreneur who for decades had
employed large numbers of students in his
bindery adjacent to the campus, the new
building was expected to improve the
school's chances of winning regional ac..
creditation. Although John did not secure
accreditation during his presidency, he did
gain alJthority for the college to offer the
BA degree. At the spring commencement
in 1933 he awarded Atlantic Union
College's first BA to Rowena Purdon.
In 1936, midway through the Great
Depression, G. Eric Jones took office as
president of the college. Presidential in
appearance and manner, he was a popular
leader for the next dozen years. One of his
aims as president was to improve the
college's relations with the surrounding
communities. He accomplished this goal
at least partly through his participation in
the Rotary Club. Among Jones's other key
objectives were the enlargement of the
college's facilities and the beautification of
the campus. In 1938 he announced a col ..
lege expansion program, and in spite of the
depression-and, later, the outbreak of
World War II-he pressed forward with it
until the end of his administration.
A new women's dormitory facingMain
Street was ready for occupancy in the fall of
1940. Preston Hall, the college's first major
brick building, also provided new space for
the cafeteria. Midway through World War
II, the Jones administration took another
important step in the expansion program
by acquiring the Thayer estate, located
several hundred feet north of the campus,
along Main Street. Before the end of the
war the old mansion was the site of admin ..
istrative offices and classrooms. Other im..
provements included the construction of a
gymnasium across George Hill Road from
the center of the campus. Before leaving in
1948, Jones also saw the beginning of work
on amodem administration complex south ..
west of the intersection of Main Street and
George Hill Road. His successor, Lewis N.
Holm, brought the main part of that com ..
plex to completion; Lawrence M. Stump
was president when Machlan Auditorium
was ready for use in 1954.
The improvement ofthe college's physi ..
cal plant helped to make possible the great ..
est achievement of the Jones administra ..
tion: regional accreditation. After historian
Godfrey T. Anderson became the college's
first academic dean in 1943, he led the
faculty in a concerted effort to remedy vari ..
ous academic deficiencies. That effort was
rewarded on December 7, 1945, when the
New England Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools voted to accept Atlan ..
tic Union College as a member institution.
Accreditation came just in time for the
college to benefit from the return of World
War II veterans, who could receive GI Bill
of Rights benefits if they attended accred ..
ited institutions. About adozen former AUC
students had died in the war, but scores of
others returned during the postwar era and
boosted the college's enrollment to unprec ..
edented levels. As they came back to the
campus, they felt a special rapport with
Jones and with Rochelle Philmon Kilgore, a
prominent English teacher, who had been
especially active in mustering support for
them while they had been in uniform. Kilgore
was then at the peak of an AUC career that
would last for more than 50 years.
The college made a further academic
advance in 1954,when the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts authorized it to offer the
Bachelor of Science degree. One of the new
BS degrees was in nursing. The new nursing
program involved closecooperation between
the college and the New England Sani ..
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tarium and Hospital in Stoneham, Massa..
chusetts. A student seeking a four ..year de ..
gree in nursing would spend his or her first
year at AUC, the next two years at the
"San," and the final year back at AUC.
One of the most important develop ..
ments of the 1950s was the emergence of
the College Church as an independent
entity. For many years the College Division
of the Village Church had been holding
separate meetings on the campus. Follow ..
ing the completion of Machlan Audito ..
riumin 1954, PresidentLawrenceM. Stump
pushed for the formation ofan independent
congregation at AUC. After the Southern
New England Conference gave its approval,
the new congregation was organized on
August 27, 1955, with highly respected
Gerald H. Minchin of the college's religion
department doubling as pastor.
The decade of the 1960swas one of the
most lustrous in the history of the college.
As the country enjoyed prosperity, waves of
baby boomers arrived on campus, sending
AUC's enrollment higher and higher. In
the fall of 1964, student numbers climbed
by 25 percent and passed 700 for the first
time. Robert L. Reynolds, the first alum to
serve as president, provided effective, con ..
sensus..building leadership for most of the
decade. The faculty became larger and bet ..
ter ..trained. Program II, an alternative core
curriculum, was designed for students who
preferred courses with an emphasis on dis..
cussion and writing.
Growth in enrollment made expanded
facilities necessary. Two of the most impor ..
tant changes in the physical plant were the
acquisitions of the old Atlantic Union
Conference building on Prescott Street and
the mansion offMain Street formerly owned
by the Thayer and Bigelow families that
came to be known simply as the "White
House." Those buildings provided much ..
needed space for academic departments.
The college gained additional space when
South Lan ..caster Academy severed all of
its connections with the campus and moved
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to a new building on
George Hill Road,
west of the college.
Reynolds left to his
successor, Herbert E.
Douglass, another
alum, the advance ..
ment of his most am..
bitious project, a
modem library facil ..
ityon the western side
of the mall that had
emerged at the cen ..
ter of the campus.
The new library was
nearly completed when Douglass left the
college midway through the 1969..1970
school year. In April 1970, librarian Oscar
Schmidt led a book brigade of hundreds of
students and teachers in the transfer to the
new building.
WilliamG. Nelson, who becamepresi ..
dent in 1970, was the first of a series of
CEOs with roots largely in the American
West. He gave the college steady leadership
at a time of difficult adjustments. In recent
years the once overwhelmingly white stu ..
dent bodyhad become more diverse.Against
the backdrop of the American civil rights
movement, significant numbers of black
students had enrolled at AUC. The black
students themselves were a diverse group,
coming from New York City and other
cities of the Northeast, Bermuda, and the
West Indies, among other places. Almost
inevitably, racial tensions had developed
on campus. By the beginning of the Nelson
administration, those tensions had become
a serious problem. However, the new presi ..
dent, th~ new academic dean, S. Eugene
Gascay, a joint student ..faculty committee,
and others of both races successfully de ..
fused the problem. One result was the
faculty's nearlv unanimous vote to charter
the Black Christian Union.
Meanwhile, Nelson and his adminis ..
trative associates were also wrestling with
serious financial problems, including an
unbalanced budget
and an alarming
debt. With the crest
of the baby boom
past and enrollment
subsiding, it became
necessary to carry
out rigorous re ..
trenchment mea ..
sures and to seek ex..
traordinary assis ..
tance from the At ..
lantic Union Con ..
ference. By1972, the
administration had
achieved financial stability. Renewed fi..
nancial soundness made possible a number
of additions to and improvements in the
physical plant. Those changes included the
restoration of Founders Hall for use by the
religion department and of Thayer Hall for
the music department, the acquisition of
the John E. Thayer Ornithological Mu ..
seum on Main Street for the art depart ..
ment, and the beginning of construction
on a fieldhouse adjacent to the gymnasium
on George Hill Road. The fieldhouse was
completed during the presidency ofR. Dale
McCune, who led the college from 1975 to
1980.
One of the important academic inno ..
vations of the decade of the 1970s was the
Above: After a human chain transferred
books from the library in Haskell Hall to the
new G. Eric Jones Library in 1970, Roland
Madore and Milton Fish carried librarian
Oscar Schmidt and his last armload of
books into the building.
Opposite page, left: Pre..nursing students pose
for a photo in 1955. AUC established its Divi ..
sion of Nursing in 1964 and graduated its first
AS recipients in 1966. Prior to that, nursing stu ..
dents went to the New England Sanitarium and
Hospital (now New England Memorial Hospital)
School of Nursing to complete their degrees.
Adult Degree Program. Beginning with
just five students in July 1972, it grew
rapidly, attracting older students who could
study at home between brief seminars con ...
ducted on campus at six...month intervals.
For much of its history after 1974, the
program was led by Ottilie Stafford, an
outstanding professor of English.
Following aheart attack and then heart
surgery, Nelson left the presidency in 1975
to teach in the education department. A
year after R. Dale McCune came from
Walla Walla College to serve as president,
Larry Lewis transferred from the same insti ...
tution to become dean. Important changes
in the late 1970s included the achievement
of parity in pay for women and an increase
in lay representation on the board of trust ...
ees.
When McCune left in 1980 to become
provost of Loma Linda University's La Si...
erra campus (now La Sierra University),
Lewis assumed the AUC presidency. Un ...
like most of his predecessors, Lewis had
spent much of his earlier career in the
classroom. He had expertise in several fields,
including religion and psychology.
One of the highlights of the Lewis
administration was the year ...long celebra ...
tion of the college's centennial, leading up
to the climactic alumni homecoming week ...
end of April 16...19, 1982. Some of the
centennial events (planned by a commis ...
sion led by alum Susan Willoughby of the
behavioral science department) were held
in the recently completed College Church,
across Main Street from Haskell Hall. An ...
other important addition to the campus
was a new science building erected near the
library and Founders Hall. Replacing abuild ...
ing that had burned in 1981, it provided
new and much improved facilities for the
biology, chemistry, and home economics
departments.
Demographic shifts made it very diffi...
cult to maintain a stable enrollment at
AUC. That problem in tum helped to
create a climate of concern about the
college's future. Responding to restlessness
among some teachers, staffers, and board
members, Lewis and some of the other
members of his administration left office in
1985. He remained at the college to teach
in the education/psychology department,
where he soon became the chair, received
recognition as a superior teacher, and
emerged asone of the most respected voices
of the teaching faculty.
Lawrence T. Geraty, a prominent Bib .
lical archceologist, came from the Seventh .
day Adventist Theological Seminary at
Andrews University to serve as president
from 1985 to 1993. He worked extremely
hard to boost enrollment, burnish the im...
age of the college, and strengthen relations
with nearby communities. However, he
may be remembered best for his ceaseless
efforts to present the ethnic diversity of the
student body (including
significant numbers of
African Americans,
Puerto Ricans, Bermudi ...
ans, Haitian ...Americans,
Asians, and Brazilians,
among others) as one of
the greatest attractions
and strengths of the col ...
lege. Geraty also tried to
achieve greater diversity
in the faculty, staff, and
administration. Before
the end ofhis presidency,
an African American woman was serving
as dean and a Hispanic man headed the
college's student life team.
In the early 1990s the national reces ...
sion contributed to a leveling off of the
college's enrollment and a tightening of its
finances. The burgeoning Electronic Dis .
tance Learning program, which used com .
puters to reach students in prisons and
other facilities, raised hopes for a significant
increase in revenues. However, in the mean ...
time the president and his associates
struggled to raise the funds necessary to
build a long ...anticipated dining commons.
Efforts to resolve various interpersonal con .
flicts also sapped the energy of the admin .
istrators before Geraty accepted an invita .
tion in 1993 to become the president of La
Sierra University.
While Carol Allen served as acting
president, a search committee looked for
the best person to lead the college into the
twenty ...first century. On the recommenda .
tion of that committee, the board of trust .
ees voted to invite James J. Londis, an alum
and former religion professor at AUC, to
assume the college presidency. On Decem ...
ber 14, 1993, Londis accepted the position.
Daunting challenges (many having to do
with money) awaited the new leader. For...
tunatel y, those challenges were balanced
by numerous assets: a beautiful, spacious
campus in a culturally rich region; support .
ive trustees and Atlantic Union Confer .
ence officials; interested constituents and
alumni; lively students; and a dedicated,
resilient faculty committed to Adventist
liberal arts education.
References
References for this article are available upon
request.
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E u R o p E A N s
European Students at AVe,
1882--1994
By Alberto Sbaeehi
Writing about European
students who attended Atlantic Union
College is not easy, given the lack of
pertinent information. Most of the avail ..
able data is obtained from such sources as
the Student Idea, the Lancastrian, Accent
on AUC, the Minuteman, and the corre ..
spondence ofRochelle Kilgore. The other
major tool used is Myron Wehtje's And
There was Light, a history of the college's
first 50 years.
Because of these limitations, the essay
is a survey of European students' presence
at "that New England Schoo1." It will
attempt to answer the questions why
Europeans came to study here, what they
contributed, and how they fared. It does
not claim to be a definitive study, but it
provides a challenge for further research
and invites comments and information
from readers that can be incorporated in
the projected second volume of the history
of AUC, focusing on events beginning in
1928.
The total number of Europeans who
attended AUC is not certain. Available
statistics suggest about 115, from at least
18 European countries.
Through 1940, not more than two
dozen Europeans studied in South
Lancaster. After the Second World War,
Europeans were eager to cross the Atlantic
and tryout the benefits American
education could offer. For this reason, the
enrollment of Europeans at AUC
quadrupled between 1950 and the 1990s
to about 81.
There are several explanations for
the limited presence of Europeans before
the Second World War. One is thatAUC
has always been a small school, at times
little known. To this might be added the
high cost of travel to North America
from Europe during this period and the
lack of financial aid for foreign students.
International tensions discouraged
Europeans from seeking education in the
New World. Another important reason
must have been the fact that AUC was
not fully accredited until 1945.
European Students in South Lancaster:
The First Half Century
In the spring of 1882, only 24 students
were enrolled in "that New England
school," which the next year became
South Lancaster Academy (SLA). In a
few years the number increased to over
one hundred.
In the late nineteenth century,
Lancaster was inhabited by wealthy
people; in contrast, the academy students
and faculty were poor and struggled with
debts. Another peculiarity of the school
was the composition of the student body,
which was more diverse "in race, cultural
backgrounds and national origin than
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Above: Edeltraud Schmidt T er Mate, who graduated from AUC in 1964, has returned to campus twice
since then from her home in Middleburg, Netherlands. The first time was for the college's centennial
celebrations in 1982, when this photo was taken. The second was this past January , when she brought her
20--year--olddaughter, Marit, to college. She is a librarian and English teacher.
Previous page: Rochelle Kilgore recruited a number of European students for AUC. One of them was
Reinhard Jarschke, with whom she remained friends until her death. Jarschke, who directs the flight center
at Pacific Union College, Angwin, California, met Kilgore when he was a student at Marienhoehe
Seminary in Germany. He spent six weeks during the summer of 1955 chauffeuring her around Europe.
He lived in her home while he attended AUC, graduating in 1959.
in the following statement: "Of these 22
were from other countries," including
Canada. However, these students were
isolated and found it difficult to be
integrated into the student body.
In spite of these early difficulties in
assimilation, the cultural and spiritual
benefi ts of a Christian schoo 1began to be
felt. Dorena Baily from Great Britain,
when asked why she came to South
Lancaster, answered: "My father wanted
me educated in a Seventh--day Adventist
school. As there were none in England,
he sent me here."
Another indication of the presence
experience and provide international
perspectives.
Besides these two accounts there are
no details of Europeans attending SLA
during this early period. According to
one source, during the 1890s the Eastern
United States saw the arrival of increasing
numbers of immigrants from Southern
and Central Europe, some of whom found
their way to South Lancaster. Among
them were the Armenians escaping the
persecution of the Ottoman Empire. But
again, we are at a loss to document these
arrivals at SLA.
By the turn of the 20th century
Europe seems to have been represented
by students from Norway, Sweden, Great
Britain, Denmark, and Germany.
Between 1907 and 1908 the school passed
the 300 mark of enrolled students. The
European presence is clearly established
any other Adventist campus in North
America."
One of the earliest references to
European students in South Lancaster is
made in a negative context. Ellen G.
White reprimanded the administration
for lack of understanding toward a
Norwegian boy who was expelled for
various reasons, including a long list of
class absences. In 1886, Mrs. White
threatened not to endorse South
Lancaster Academy unless she had
evidence that "there is a true missionary
spirit exercised constantly to save the
erring and inexperienced youth."
A more positive experience is
described by another European student,
Lucy Veysey, from England, whose father
was also a member of the faculty. He was
one of the many professionals to come to
South Lancaster to enrich the student
Right: European faculty members at AUC in--
eluded Englishman W.R.A. Madgwick, professor
of history, who spent 25 of his 57 years of denomi--
national service at AUC, leaving the college in
1981.
Left: An honorary alum of European heritage was
John Henry Weidner, right, who was awarded an
honorary doctorate in 1992. During theHolocaust,
Weidner established the Dutch--Paris Line, an un--
derground network that rescued 1 ,000 Jewish people,
Allied airmen, and political refugees. Weidner, who
donated his memorabilia to AUC, is pictured pre--
senting hismedals toJames Londis ,AUC president.
In the spring of 1994, the collegeestablished theJohn
Henry Weidner Center for Cultivation of the Altru--
istic Spirit. This center, in addition to being the
repository of Weidner's diaries, correspondence,
medals, and citations, promotes research and study
in altruism through classes, lectures, concerts, exhi--
bitions, social programs, and creative activities.
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ofEuropeans at South Lancaster Academy
is in a 1908 notice in The Student Idea:
"On Sunday 2 February the chief
attraction in the dining room was the
British table. Eleven Britons were
present .... "
At about the same time, J. M.
Erickson, from Sweden, attended Bible
classes at South Lancaster Academy for
one year. So did his children. Likewise
Fred Gilbert, a London Jew, converted to
Christianity and although penniless, with
the help of the academy was able to finish
his studies and after graduation became
an Adventist minister.
Just prior to the First World War, the
school became internationally minded
because of interest in missionary service.
French, German, and Spanish language
'courses were taught.
"In 1911 the Academy established
separate departments in which French
speaking students could study in their
native language. It washoped to convince
mothers and fathers of French language
to send their sons and daughters to SLA
to be trained to become workers for
millions of French people in North
America."
In 1913 German ..speaking students
received the same privilege, but because
of the First World War the "departments"
were dropped. Germany was perceived,
in the United States, as having started
the conflict in Europe, and so German
was not a popular subject to study.
In spite of these temporary setbacks,
SLA students had been exposed to
European culture and to new ideas. But
European students at SLA, according to
available data, were few. Not more than
half a dozen are reported for the decades
of 1910 and 1920. The war and the great
economic depression of the late 1920s
and mid 1930s further prevented students
from attending the school at South
Lancaster.
Early this century, another wave of
immigrants arrived on the East Coast.
They were the special object of SDA
evangelist campaigns, and converted
members from Poland, Italy,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Latvia,
Greece, and Germany sent their children
to South Lancaster to receive a Christian
education.
Likewise, Jews converted to
Christianity attended Lancaster Junior
College (the school's name after 1918) as
a result ofFredGilbert, whose conferences
for the Jewish community of Worcester
increased the number of students and
their cosmopolitan character. Many are
reported to have had successful careers
enhancing the reputation of their alma
mater.
By 1939, when the Second World
War erupted, Atlantic Union College
could count about 10 European students.
(It had become a four ..year college in
1922.) During the war, crossing the
Atlantic was impossible. Even after the
re establishment of peace, war ..torn
Europe could not afford to send its sons
and daughters to America to study. But
with the reconstruction of Europe under
the Marshall Plan and the beginning of
the Cold War, the United States was
willing to accept more western European
immigrants. Refugees from Eastern and
Central Europe and the Baltic countries
also began to appear at AUC. After the
war the number of European students
attending AUC increased.
Statistical data shows that from the
1950s to the present over 80 European
students have come to South Lancaster.
This boom ofEuropeans was partly due to
the high standard of living in the United
States and the opportunities it offered to
the newcomers from war ..devastated
Europe. During the computer age, the
United States was at the avant garde of
the world and many young men and
women were attracted toward careers in
electronics as well as experiencing the
benefits of Christian education.
Furthermore, AUC was well represented
by a determined and persistent recruiter,
Rochelle Kilgore.
The Kilgore Factor
As Europe entered a period of
reconstruction and economic boom from
the 1960s to the 1980s, Kilgore was active
in Europe because of her concern for the
spiritual and physical well ..being of
American servicemen in Europe. She not
only wrote letters to soldiers but also
"extended her interests to young people
of other countries .... A 1961 tribute to
her noted that "she counsels young men
of European countries, helps many of
them to find waysof getting an education
in the United States."
In a typical letter to the president of
AUC Kilgore stated in 1960: "I have two
good prospective students in England and
I hope to have two more with whom I
have been corresponding .... I am going
to get to our schools in Austria and
France."
Assisting servicemen, then, was just
one of Kilgore's objectives. She was also
interested in recruiting young men and
women for SDA colleges, an activity that
she started on her own and financed with
her own money.
To increase the number of European
students, she proposed that AU C provide
them with financial aid. Thanks to her
thoughtfulness, Europeans enjoyed the
generosity of the Division Scholarship
Fund, which provided each recipient with
full tuition for the first year and fifty
percent each succeeding year.
Unfortunately, in 1970 the scholarship
program for overseas students had to be
revised and reduced because of financial
constraints. Since then, aid to foreign
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students has survived, although in reduced
quantities.
For her many years of service to AUC,
Kilgore is still fondly remembered for her
many years not only as a recruiter but as
a counselor and second mother to many
European students. Numerous students
from Holland, Germany, Austria,
Belgium, France, Iceland, Great Britain,
and other countries recall her assistance
during their time at AUC.
Through the years, beginning in
1941, Kilgore constantly housed two to
four foreign students in her home on the
AUC campus. In 1986, in a letter to the
president of AUC, she stated: "In the past
40 years, eighty ..seven young men have
lived in my home." By the time she died
in 1993, she had supported and given
hospitality to 90 students in her home.
Believing that nothing is free on this
earth, Kilgore expected that in exchange
for board she receive due compensation
in the form of two hours a week of free
labor in the garden or in the house and
occasionally the charge of one dollar a
month. One student was even allowed to
transform a coal room into a dental
laboratory so that he could pay for his
college expenses.
Her half ..century of activities in favor
of servicemen and European students
made Rochelle Kilgore an unforgettable
figure. To alums who were touched by
this memorable woman throughout their
college experience, she remains their most
valued memory of AUC. At one time she
corresponded with as many as 350
servicemen and students. She used to
receive 35 letters a week and 800
Christmas cards from former students.
The large correspondence left after
her death proves the important role played
by Kilgore in bringing to AUC numerous
European students. They expressed their
gratitude for her help
but also exposed
freely their opinions
to her. "My thoughts
constantly return to
AUC," one wrote.
"AUC is a great
school, it isgreat only
because it is small.
There is a student ..
faculty [relationship]
that perhaps is found no where else."
A critical letter shows that students
trusted Kilgore with their real feelings: "I
often think of AUC and my thoughts are
pleasant ... but I do not give a blanket
endorsement of all AUC policies. I don't
think ... the place next to the Post Office
should be off limit. Unfortunately young
people at AUC will get out in this world
filled with pitfalls. Restrictions at school
are just small irritants that can often be
out flanked. Only a strong realistic
Christian life will keep an individual on
the right track in this world."
Similarly, a mature student and a
future lawyer, while reasserting the good
received at AUC, resented the sense of
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restriction imposed on the faculty. "There
is no place quite like the Alma Mater.
College days were undoubtedly my
happiest. Now if the school will uphold
the integrity of their teachers progress is
assured .... I hope that thought control
will not be the result of removals .... I
remember AUC for its capable teachers.
If teachers are not given a bit of
[intellectual] freedom, initiative will be
stifled and the result will be patterned
automatons." (Fortunately, this student's
concern has proved to be unnecessary.
AUC encourages free thought and the
pursuit of academic freedom, which is in
part the result of its high academic
standing.)
Other European correspondents
accentuated the positive: "As long as we
behaved we could come and go as we
pleased." Another mentions, "[Kilgore]
was the best public relations AUC ever
had. She used her home as a're education
unit,' for young men no longer welcome
in the dormitory." And lastly, a German
student remembers, "she took an interest
in me and that was the reason for coming
to AUC." The sense of appreciation
Kilgore engendered in many students is
evident in the following letter from a
European alum:
Probably nobody can so deeply appreciate
the kindness and the good one receives from
his fellow men as we foreign students who
have had the privilege of living at Mrs.
Kilgore's home. We in a strange country,
among strange people found a new home at
her house, which today is just as precious to
us as our former homes. Living at Mrs.
Kilgore's for years, we have learned that the
motto found in her class room is a living part
of her daily life: Iexpect to pass through this
life but once, if therefore, there is any kindness
I can show, or any good I can do to any fellow
beings, let me do it now, let me not forget or
neglect it, for Ishall not pass this way again.
AUC has benefited by progressive
teachers and administrators who have
left a mark on its centennial history. Its
student body too makes "that New
England School" a special one. It is a
microcosm of the American population.
It is a place where European students
have come, some par hazard, others
through specific planning, but all to be
touched in one way or another. In the
final analysis, it is important to know that
AUC exists to mold young people for a
better world.
References
References for this article are available upon
request.
Opposite page, above left: Randi Moe, from
Lillihammer, Norway, attended AUC during the
1990-91 and 1991-92 school years. She was
pictured in the 1991 yearbook as a member of the
sailingclass and the Lady Flames basketball team.
Right: F.C. Gilbert graduated in the class of
1894 and became an Adventist minister. His own
]ewish background led him to take an interest in
leading others to belief in Christ.
Below: Gsa-Karin Berg Canto, an AUC stu-
dent from Sweden, graduated in 1966. She is
now AUC's assistant vice president for enroll-
ment management . In her former position as
director of academic records, she provided the
diploma her son Michael received in 1993.
Her son Chris, left, graduated in 1994.
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H I s p A N I c s
The Hispanic Exchange
by Ileana Douglas
with the collaboration of
Johanna Prestol ...Dominguez '94
Since its founding,
Atlantic Union College has evolved into
a multicultural community, comprising
students and faculty from more than 50
countries in different parts of the world.
Especially since the 1940s, Latino cul~
tures have been increasingly important in
that community, but the greatest growth
has occurred since the 1970s.
One of the groups experiencing sub~
stantial growth is the Hispanic community
on campus. The 122 Hispanic students
represent a wide range of cultures, values,
and traditions, fromCentral America, South
America, and the Caribbean islands. The
rapid growth of the Hispanic population at
AUC has not been confined to the student
population. There has also been substan~
tial growth in the number of Hispanic
faculty and staff members, who number
18. (Of course, this increase in the His~
panic population isnot limited to AUC-
it is paralleled in other educational insti~
tutions across the country.)
Lingua Domus, now known as Chant Hall,
functioned in the 1970s as a women's residence
hall dedicated to the learning of languages. Photo
by David Adamson.
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The rapid growth of the Hispanic
population at AUC is due in large part to
the efforts and leadership of Lourdes Mo ..
rales Gudmundsson, chair of the modern
languages department from 1970 to 1979,
who dedicated herself to the task of devel ..
oping academic programs which would
attract Hispanic students to AUC. She
introduced a Spanish major and began a
program of intensive English courses for
Hispanic students with English as a sec..
ond language. This led to the establish ..
ment in 1974 of the English Language
Institute (ELI), with the full support of
Adventist Colleges Abroad, for foreign
students and Hispanics.
With the support of William G.
Nelson, then president of the college,
Gudmundsson founded a women's resi ..
dence hall dedicated to the learning of
languages. That house, called "Lingua
Domus" from 1971 to 1979, was open to
women already fluent in one language
who wished to perfect their fluency in
Spanish or French. According to
Gudmundsson, this program attracted
many students already fluent in one of
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these languages who also be ..
came very fluent in English in
order to complete requirements
for their degrees.
During the 1960s and
1970s, population shifts brought
Hispanic students from Cuba,
Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Colom ..
bia, Brazil, and many other coun ..
tries. Gudmundsson remembers
her frequent travels to Central
and South American colleges
and academies to promote the
new programs at AUC.
Eduardo Urbina, cur ..
rently a teacher in the math ..
ematics department, was able to
attend AUC due to the efforts
of Gudmundsson.
During that time, the
International Club was orga ..
nized at AUC, with members drawn from
the Hispanic, Asian, and African stu ..
dents. The Zeta Omega chapter of Alpha
Nu Gamma, the foreign language honor
society, was established on campus.
Among the requirements for membership
were high academic standards and com ..
mitment to educational development. In
this way, foreign and minority students
were encouraged to take advantage of the
educational opportunities available at
AUC.
Gudmundsson, pioneer of those
projects that opened doors to foreign stu ..
dents, recalls her 12 years at AUC as the
most productive and satisfactory in her
career. She went from South Lancaster to
Antillian College, in Puerto Rico, to chair'
their Spanish department. Her daughter,
Carmencita, a small child when her
mother taught at AUC, will return as a
student when classes begin next fall.
Although Lingua Domus has ceased
to function, the English Language Insti ..
tute continues to flourish and has helped
encourage the presence ofHispanic young
men and women on this campus, and
their participation in establishing an in ..
ternational community at AUC.
In order to respond to the needs of
those students, AUC celebrates its diver ..
sity through various activities during the
school year. These include the Interna ..
tional Food Festival, Black Heritage Week,
Latino Heritage Week, and the Fall Festi ..
val, during which different cultural groups
can share more of their traditions.
In 1985, AUC welcomed Johnny
Ramirez, former pastor/evangelist in Hon ..
duras, asassociate chap lain. It wasdue to his
efforts that "The Spanish Connection," a
social club, was organized at AUC. Ramirez
maintains that Hispanics have special needs
as individuals to preserve their culture and
roots as sources of identity. Often, he says,
they need counseling, tutoring, and career
guidance from someone who understands
their culture and language.
The work that Johnny Ramirez began
was continued by Eddie Medina when he
joined the AUC faculty in 1988 as a profes ..
sor in the social work department. Medina
had a very personal commitment and mis..
sion to the Hispanic students at AUC.
Eddie, as he was usually called, was
seen as the counselor and protector of the
students; under his leadership the Coun ..
cil of Hispanic Students for Progressive
Action (CHISPA) was founded. One of
the goals of CHISP A is to promote and
develop activities to preserve the cultural
background of the Hispanic students.
CHISP A also provides academic assis...
tance to those students needing tutoring
in their classes, and religious activities to
encourage the students' spiritual growth.
After Eddie Medina's untimely death
in a car accident during the summer of
1992, CHISP A was left without its father
until Eduardo Urbina, a professor at AUC
since 1989, and Ileana Douglas accepted
responsibility for the organization. In
Medina's honor the club has established
the Eddie Medina Scholarship Fund for
Hispanic Students.
Another group growing on the AUC
campus is the PortugesejBrazilian popula ...
tion. Many of those students come to
study theology and then return to their
home countries to serve the Sev ...
enth ...day Adventist Church.
AUC also can boast of many
Hispanic alumni who have distin ...
guished themselves in their fields.
Here is a listing of a few of them:
Francisco Ramos, '66, pas .
tor of the Leominster, Massa .
chusetts, Spanish SDA church;
Ariel Schmidt, '66, owner of the
Atlantic Graphics Services, of
Clinton, Massachusetts; Enid
Schmidt, '66, a teacher at South
Lancaster Academy from 1974 ...
1987; Paula Lopez Ramos, '68,
director of student apartments at
AUC; Ailsa DePrada
Deitemeyer, '69, a partner in the
law firm of Choate, Hall, and
Stewart in Boston and AUC's
Alumna of the Year for 1994;
Eduardo Urbina, '79, professor of math ...
ematics and computer science at AUC;
Vivian Rivera ...Brimmer, '86, assistant di .
rector of the Center for Continuing Edu .
cation at AUC; Carlos Rodriguez, '86, a
pastor in the Florida Conference of Sev ...
enth ...day Adventists; Omar Dicent, '92, a
teacher at Pine Tree Academy in Freeport,
Maine; and Amado Luzbet, '93, an assis...
tant pastor of the Boston Temple.
In the August 19, 1984, issue of the
Atlantic Union Gleaner, Pedro Geli, Jr.,
who at that time was Atlantic Union Con ...
ference health, temperance, and Hispanic
ministries director, expressed the hope of
Hispanics in the Northeast and many oth .
ers: "May we as God's people, brown, yel .
low, black, and white, all precious in God's
sight, demonstrate to the world that in spite
of ethnic, lapguage, and social diversity, we
can work together in love and thus hasten
the day of His coming."
Sources
Sources for this article are available upon
request.
Opposite page, right: Eduardo Urbina, associate professor of mathematics,
is a 1979 AUCgraduate. Left: Johnny Ramire.z, C:lssociateprofessor of religion
and associate chaplain, organized "The Spanish Connection," a social club, in
1985.
Above right: As chair of the Modern Langauges department at AUC , Lourdes
Morales Gudmundsson developed academic programs that would attract
Hispanic students to the college. She introduced a Spanish major, as well as
classes in English as a second language that led to the establishment of the English
Language Institute.
Above left: Eddie Medina, assistant professor of social work, founded
CHISPA, the Council of Hispanic Students for Progressive Action. One of the
organization's goals is to help the Hispanic students preserve their cultural
heritage. It also encourages their spiritual growth.
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c H I L D H o o D
South Lancaster Childhood *
Growing Up on
(Well, Next Door to)
the AUC Campus
By Jocelyn Fay
I remember the
Bartlett Art Gallery as the Thayer Orni ..
thological Museum, where stuffed birds
nested in glass display cases.
I remember Browning Memorial
School, not as a common brick building
on the periphery of the campus, but as a
gracious and stately white frame building
smack in the middle of it.
I remember the Toy Cupboard Pup ..
pet Theater when it was pink and when it
commanded attention on its corner of
Main Street and George Hill Road. It
made way for Lenheim Hall when it was
moved to an inconspicuous spot down the
road and painted gray.
I remember Zip Cosimi's restaurant on
Prescott Street, where the novelty of sip..
ping a soda fountain treat called an "orange
cow" appealed to my sense of adventure.
I remember Flagg Street, which once
upon a time cut across campus from Main
Street to Maple Street, by the power house.
Students walk over it every day now,
probably never even imagining that it
might have existed. They know it only as a
pot ..holed driveway ..entrance to the cafete ..
ria, the parking ..lot ..that ..once ..was..a..ten ..
nis court, and the campus health center.
And that little brown building, built in
the Craftsman era, I remember as the home
of my third ..grade friend, Jon Van Home.
I grew up in South Lancaster.
My first sojourn on the Atlantic
Union College campus lasted 15 years,
from second grade through college. My
dad, a painting.contractor, and my mom,
a schoolteacher and then a grocery store
clerk, moved to this town to give me a
Christian education.
In the summer of 1991, I returned to
my alma mater to work, after living else ..
where for 24 years. The move back home,
just a few miles from my family's home in
Princeton, brought along with it some
interesting feelings.
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One of them was understanding of
how Rip Van Winkle must have felt. I
came back to a town I knew-but didn't
know. Walking around town, I'd say to
myself, "Oh yes, this used to be .... " It
took several months to reacquaint myself
with the town as it is, while reminiscing
about childhood in a New England town
that was.
Probably the biggest jolt came when
I walked down Prescott Street, saddened
by the decaying buildings that were, at
one time or another, Ponte's garage, the
post office, the Academy Cleaners (when
they added greeting cards and gifts, the
owners changed its name to the Academy
Shop), Louie the Barber's, Roy's Bakery,
and Zip's restaurant (later College Town
Lunch), where Aunt Ruth's and my fa..
vorite table was by the window, where we
could watch the passers ..by.
Much of the center of town, the hub
of my childhood universe, has been torn
down to provide parking space for the
Village church and the Southern New
England Conference office. To this day I
lament the loss of the Cream Crock, where
Aunt Margaret used to take me for choco ..
late ice cream sodas.
As the "wheres" of childhood began
coming back to me, so did the "whats."
Soon after returning, I read Annie Dillard's
book, An American Childhood, which chal ..
lenged me to see how much I could re ..
member about my own growing ..up years.
Like Annie Dillard and other chil ..
dren of the '50s, my world was small-
only as large as central South Lancaster
and the main part of the AUC campus. In
the summers after my ninth birthday, when
I got a bicycle, I cycled up to the Lancaster
Library, and occasionally I ventured as far
away from home as Sterling Road, or
Kilbourn Hill, but mostly we hung around
our own neighborhood, within calling
distance of home.
My parents and I lived in a big brown
apartment house on Sawyer Street, next
door to the Village church. Actually, our
apartment was so close to the Village
church that on a summer Sabbath, when
the church windows were open, we could
hear the service clearly from our front
porch. That apartment house exists only
in my memory, because it's been replaced
by the church fellowship hall. What does
remain of the old Cady house is about
three yards of concrete wall that probably
has no significance to anyone in the world
but me. I fell off it once and broke my arm.
On the comer where the church park ..
ing lot is now, was Dever's Market, a
mom ..and ..pop store that sold groceries. I
frequently was handed a quarter and asked
to run down to the corner for a carton of
milk. The store always had plenty of soft
drinks and candy to sell to the South
Lancaster Academy dormitory students
who lived across the street in East and
West Hall.
The academy dorm was a massive,
three ..story building in the empty, grassy
area between Chant Hall and Prescott
Street. It housed hundreds of SLA students
in its heyday, before somebody's small elec ..
trical appliance started the fire that de ..
stroyed part of it and eventually led to its
demise. It wasn't long afterward that South
Lancaster Academy became a day school.
The grove of pine trees behind East/
West Hall was a wonderful place to play.
The trees were smaller then and made a
nice hideaway that could be a house or a
fort or anything else we imagined.
Coming from there toward Founders
Hall, which we knew as the music build ..
ing, were three white buildings in a row.
The first was Chant Hall, a faculty apart ..
Previous page: Browning students march along Main Street in the Founders Day
Parade, April 1952. (This was the year before the author started school, but she is
pictured at left, just to the right of the "doctor," holding the hand of her aunt, Margaret
Hirt, whose sister, Ruth Hirt, was first and second grade teacher at Browning.)
Clockwise from above right: Two grade ..schoolers dressed in Founder's Day
parade costumes. The Indian on the left is Robert Stotz. Around 1953.
Lynda Gardner andJon Van Home in costume as Dutch children for a Founder's Day
parade. Around 1953.
Undated photo of Browning students marching up the now ..nonexistent Flagg Street in
a Founders Day parade. Browning Memorial School is in the background.
The author, dressed asMary with her little lamb, for a Founder' sDay parade, probably 1953.
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ment building where my friend Lucille
Schmidt lived. Then came Miles Hall,
the science building. It was another fun
place to play if you knew the people who
had keys to let you into the basement
storage room. N ext in the row came
Browning Memorial School. It had three
stories above ground and a basement level
that opened in back onto the playground,
where I slid, swung, and see..sawed through
hundreds, maybe even thousands, of re ..
cess periods.
I have no idea how many of us went
to school there at any given time, but
Browning was small enough that we knew
everybody-big, little, and in between.
Maybe that's because there were only four
classrooms, two grades to a room. We
were pretty good kids, as I recall. We
launched dozens of student teachers on
their careers. (It's possible, I suppose, that
we even convinced a few that they didn't
really want to teach after all!) We faith ..
fully earned our MV honors. We memo ..
rized poems and songs for the programs we
put on for our parents every year. And we
even had a school newspaper, the Brown ...
ing Memorial News, that offered me an
introduction to journalism.
Our world in the' 50s was pretty much
white, Adventist, and middle class, but I
don't remember it as being exclusive. Our
names reflected our ancestry-
Guadagnoli, Van Horne, Badillo,
Martinsen, Deitemeyer, Rodriguez. We
didn't have many black and Hispanic
classmates, but we had a few. They-and
a few returned "missionaries' kids" like
Bill Smart and Ruth and Laura Currie-
helped us understand that the world was
bigger than South Lancaster. (Mrs. Chen,
who told us stories about China in Sab ..
bath school and at camp meeting, also
expanded our horizons.)
We even had a few non ..Adventist
classmates. Specifically, I remember a girl
whose father was a minister in Lancaster.
She came to our school because she some ..
times had epileptic seizures, and her par ..
ents felt more comfortable sending her to
Browning than to public school.
At some point in the fifth or sixth
grade, a student teacher named Ardy
Griswold taught us how to sing "White
Christmas" in Spanish, and to this day
"Navidad blanca" is part of my holiday
vocabulary.
My childhood was filled
with art and music. Be..
sides art classes in school,
Myron Mills and Lynda
Gardner and I attended
art classes every week at
Dorothy Rand's art stu ..
dio, about a block down
Bolton Road. (A real
estate agent held an open
house there recently.
Mrs. Rand's studio isnow
a family room. No smelly
chalks and erasers! No paint on the floor!
No character!) In the early grades, before
we were old enough to play real instru ..
ments, we played blocks and drums and
bells and tambourines in a rhythm band.
And we learned safety songs. I still
can sing two of them, one about remem ..
bering my name and address in case I got
lost, and the other:
Ice skating is nice skating, but here's some
advice about ice skating.
Never skate where the ice is thin.
Thin ice will crack and you'll fall in, and
come up with icicles under your chin-If you
skate where the ice is thin!
In fourth grade I joined beginners'
band and learned to play the clarinet. Our
director, Ellsworth Judy, taught us early in
life to appreciate classical music. (My dad
once asked, "You're playing what? 'Come,
Sweet Death'?") But most of the kids I
knew in the upper grades at Browning
balanced that with a healthy dose of rock
and roll. I used to fall asleep listening to
the "top 20" on my radio, playing it very
softly, of course, so as not to bring the
music to the attention of my parents, who
weren't as fond of Elvis as I was.
The Browning Memorial Elementary
School Band (comprising intermediate ..
level players) was a spiffy looking outfit.
We had maroon capes with gold satin
linings. When we flipped our capes back
over our shoulders, the gold satin shim ..
mered in the sunshine.
April 19, Founders Day, was a major
holiday on campus, one to be joyously
celebrated with a tree planting and a
parade. Band members led the procession,
playing march music. Lacking a float, we
rode high on a hay wagon from the farm.
And as we bumped along, we prayed fer ..
vently that we wouldn't humiliate our ..
selves by falling off the wagon.
The rest of the school kids followed,
dressed in costumes or riding bicycles they
had decorated. Little kids came first, then
bigger ones, then the seventh and eighth
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graders, embarrassed to death that they.
had to be in the parade at all. Fortunately,
it didn't last long, because the entire pa ..
rade route just took us around the block.
In addition to Founders Day, spring
brought Sabbath afternoon walks down
behind the barn, where we found dog ..
tooth violets and other spring flowers-
some of them planted, no doubt, by the
legendary Thayer family. Spring also
brought freedom from "leggings," the cor ..
duroy or wool pants we girls wore to school
under our skirts to keep our legs warm.
On hot summer afternoons our moth ..
ers got us out from underfoot by giving us
ten cents and sending us to Rowell's Mar ..
keto Rowell's was famous for its ice cream
cones. A dime would buy us one double ..
scoop cone or two single scoops.
Autumn brought back the leggings,
as well as the spectacular color of the
maple trees between the union office (now
Prescott House, a classroom building) and
the music building (now Founders Hall).
In winter, we ice skated on Thayer
Pond, trudging the long way home after
dark, so nearly frozen and wet and sore we
could barely move. Or we sledded down
Kilbourn Hill, trying to land as close as
possible to the creek at the bottom with ..
out falling in.
Television came into its own during
my grade school years, and I often hurried
through my homework to watch it. At
lunch time I rushed home from school to
watch BigBrother Bob Emery, a Bostonian
who hosted local heroes like Ted Will ..
iams. After school, of course, was The
Mickey Mouse Club. I idolized Annette
Funicello and wondered why I had been
cursed with blonde hair instead of pretty
black hair like she had.
As a kid I went Ingathering, not
because I liked it, but because everybody
did it. I always came home from Ingather ..
ing field days with less money than any"
one else in my car, but it was OK-the
name of the game was participation.
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I was baptized by Elder Knapp with
most of my seventh and eighth grade
classmates. I was certain that Jesus would
come before 1960, and scared that I
wouldn't be ready.
When it came to forming the spiri ..
tual values I live by today, probably no ..
body had a stronger influence on me than
my seventh and eighth grade teacher,
Evelyn Gardner.
Mrs. Gardner had the notion that her
"people" (as she called us) should learn to
appreciate our Adventist heritage early in
life. She took us on field trips to places of
denominational interest. One of them
was the home of J. N. Andrews in North
Lancaster. Andrews was living there when
htr was called to Europe to become the
first Adventist overseas missionary.
Mrs. Gardner must have known that
someday her people would find reason to
question Ellen White's role in the Seventh ..
day Adventist church. She may also have
known that some of our parents were using
Ellen White quotations to discipline us.
(I'm grateful that mine never did.)
And so at school we studied about
Ellen White as a real human being, some ..
one who wrote books that had something
to say to us.Mrs. Gardner introduced us to
books like Steps to Christ by assigning us to
search for sentences or paragraphs we
liked, and collect them in notebooks.
And she helped us buy our own Spirit of
Prophecy books with the help ofher friend
Bert Rhoads. He baked granola cereal
that we kids sold from door to door to raise
money to supplement whatever our par ..
ents were willing to put into this project.
As a result, as an eighth grader I had a
respectably sized Spirit of Prophecy li..
brary that included Messages to Young
People, The Desire of Ages, The Story of
Redemption, and Steps to Christ.
As a graduation gift, Elder Rhoads
gave each of us Volume 1 of the Testimo---
nies and arranged with the Book and Bible
House for our parents to get discounts on
the other eight volumes. When I needed
these books for classes later on, I had
them, while other college students I knew
had to borrow such basic books as The
Desire of Ages from the library.
Another thing Mrs. Gardner did for
us is unique in Adventism, I think. She
wrote to Adventists we all knew, like
Review editor F. D. Nichol and storyteller
Eric B. Hare, and asked each to send her
a personal copy of one of their favorite
Spirit of Prophecy books. Those in our
class who wanted to-and that was most
of us-went through those books page by
page, underlining in our own books the
same thoughts these "famous" people had
underlined in theirs.
As I recall, we did this during the part
of the day when she read us stories, and I
admit that we did it rather mindlessly,
flipping through books with red pencils in
hand, and underlining, without taking
time to read what we were underlining.
But eventually we did get around to read ..
ing the books, and then we began to appre ..
ciate their value.
I'm indebted to my seventh and eighth
grade teacher and her elderly friend for
the most ..of..the ..time positive feelings I've
had ever since then for my church. And to
many of the saints who lived and died in
this town (I'm thinking of Nina Rowell's
recent death at age 93 and eleven ..twelfths),
who made South Lancaster an accepting
and secure place for me to grow up.
Sadly, I know that it wasnot so for all of
us youngsters. Abuse of various kinds hap ..
pened in those days,too. So did accidents and
death. But in the composing of our lives, our
South Lancaster childhoods played a substan..
tialpart. Itwasn't only the academyand college
students whose lives were molded by this
institution and this town.
*Revised version of a chapel talk, November 26,
1991, and subsequent article in Accent onAUC ,
winter 1992. Please keep in mind that this is
what I remember, not necessarily what was!
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Four Influential Women at AVe
By Randall Blaekie and Neal Norcliffe
Rowena Purdon
Although CarolAllen,Atlantic
Union College's vice president for aca ..
demic affairs, recently served briefly as
acting president, all of the duly elected
heads of the institution have been men.
Nevertheless, women have been very
prominent throughout the history of the
schooL Four of those women are espe ..
cially notable for their influence and con ..
tributions inside and outside the class ..
room: Sara Jane Hall, during AUC's for ..
mative years; Rowena Purdon, in its early
and middle years; Rochelle Philmon
Kilgore, in its middle period; and Ottilie
Stafford, in the contemporary era.
Sara Jane Hall
Born in Indiana in 1851, Sara Jane
Hall became an important figure in the
early Adventist educational system in
South Lancaster, Massachusetts. She be ..
gan teaching in Indiana at 14 and moved
a year later with her family to Kansas.
There she met a farmer named Reuben G.
Hall, whom she married at the age of 18.
A few years later the couple sold their
farm and moved to Battle Creek, Michi ..
gan, so that Hall could continue her edu ..
cation. She studied English with Goodloe
Harper Bell, who fostered her apprecia ..
tion for literature and increased her love
of the English language. In 1882, Bell left to
teach in South Lancaster and Hall gradu ..
ated. She returned to Kansas, where she
taught for two years. Then she moved to
South Lancaster to replace Bell, who had
moved back to Michigan.
To many of her students, Hall was an
Intimidating figure. She
was tall and well com ..
posed-always expecting
excellence from her stu ..
dents. In response to one
student who came to class
unprepared and com ..
plained of lack of time,
she replied, "Time? Don't
you have 24 hours like
the rest of us?"
Her classes were
marked by strict study,
even to the point where
it seemed tedious, but no
work was ever done for
the mere sake of passing
time; Hall wished for all
ofher students to develop
a love for the language as
she had, and she realized
that the could only happen if her students
were given the tools and knowledge to un ..
derstand it. Hall had a genuine interest in
her students and cared for them alL
, It was nearly five years after she
began work at South Lancaster Acad ..
emy that she finally moved with her
husband into their own house. Until
then she had served as a house mother
for an auxiliary men's dorm.
The minds of
her students were of
great importance to
her. One student re ..
membered seeing
her "sitting one
sunny afternoon" in
front of what is now
called Founders
Hall, "reading Para ...
dise Lost to a young
unlettered lad from
the north country,
who had met his
soul's awakening
and was sitting
spellbound as she
explained the poem
to him."
Despite her rig ..
orous standards and
intimidating demeanor, her students
had great respect for her. Often this
respect developed into affection. Two
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Sara Jane Hall
of her admiring students were Louis and
Gladys Machlan. After moving to
Avondale, Australia, Louis wrote, "Iwould
like so much to be in your class this year."
Gladys wrote, "I am more and more thank ..
ful I was taught by you, for there is such a
difference. "
Sara Jane Hall continued teaching at
South Lancaster Academy until anemia
placed her in the Springfield Sanitarium.
She died at the age of 59 on August 4,
1910. -Randall Blaekie
Rowena Purdon
Rowena Purdon is
another outstanding fe..
male figure in the his ..
tory of the South
Lancaster educational
system. But she was re ..
luctant, at first, to be ..
come a part of it. As a
teenager, while attend ..
ing a Vermont camp
meeting, she tried ear ..
nestly to avoid the prin ..
cipal of South Lancas ..
ter Academy, Charles
Ramsey, who was re ..
cruiting students. AI ..
though she had been
impressed by a presen ..
tat ion he had given at
bne of the meetings, she
had no interest in attending the new
school in South Lancaster.
In her attempts to avoid the princi ..
pal, she would dash off after meetings and
find refuge in secluded spots where Ramsey
would not find her. Nevertheless, she was
unable to avoid him the entire week, and
eventually he confronted her with the
proposition of attending school in South
Lancaster.
She responded by telling him that in
order to be properly prepared for college
she needed to take many more courses
than Bible and grammar. Ramsey assured
her that the academy would offer every
course she needed, including Latin, and
by the next week she was enrolled at
South Lancaster Academy. Although
Latin was not officially taught at the acad ..
emy at that time, Ramsey kept his word
and taught Latin to a class ofone-Rowena
Purdon.
Purdon graduated from South
Lancaster Academy in 1888. She officially
joined the South Lancaster Academy staff
in 1892 and eventually became the most
influential woman
teacher to follow Sara
Jane Hall. Although
she became qualified
to teach classes rang"
ing from general his ..
tory to physiology, her
favorite subject was al..
ways mathematics.
One student in her
1926 geometry class
1926 commented that
"Miss Purdon was al..
ways at her best in the
teaching of geometry.
I shall never forget the
delight she took in
sharing with us the
perfections ofform and
distance and the accu ..
racy of angles and
lines."
One ofPurdon's greatest contributions
to South Lancaster Academy was the estab ..
lishment of an alumni association. Until
1926, there was no official alumni associa..
tion. Class reunions and get ..togethers were
all left to the discretion of former students.
However, Rowena Purdon and other alumni
began campaigning for the establishment
of an alumni association, and on May 14,
1926, a six..member committee of the fac..
ulty was appointed to make the necessary
plans. Shortly thereafter, 56 charter mem ..
bers formed an association, and Purdon was
chosen as its president.
Although the majority of her teach ..
ing was done in South Lancaster, her
career there was interrupted more than
once. In 1908 she moved to her native
state of Vermont to be near her elderly
parents. She returned to South Lancaster
in 1918 after their deaths and became the
director of the normal (teacher ..training)
program. She transferred in 1923 to the
mathematics department, where she
taught until the fall of 1926, when the
principal of Greater New York Academy
became ill and had to be replaced. She
agreed to fill the position and remained
there until 1928, when she returned once
again to South Lancaster.
Purdon's demeanor was one of
strength, determination, and discipline.
She expected order and obedience from
her classes, but always as a means to the
achievement of other goals. Discipline
and responsibility were values which had
brought her success in her life and which
she therefore desired to pass on to her
pupils. She died on December 24, 1954.
-Randall Blaekie
Rochelle Philmon Kilgore
Rochelle Kilgore was born on July 25,
1887, in Reynolds, Georgia. She began
teaching full time at the age of 17. She
received her first bachelor's degree from a
college in Tennessee, and later earned
another from Union College, Lincoln,
Nebraska, in 1920. She taught at Union
College for a total of 10 years and received
a master's degree during that time.
She moved to South Lancaster to
marry Charles L. Kilgore, treasurer of the
Atlantic Union Conference. In 1936 she
began teaching in the Atlantic Union
College English department and served as
its chair until 1960, when she focused her
efforts on recruitment and alumni.
Her experience with overseas recruit ..
ing began shortly after World War II,
when AUC president Lewis N. Holm sent
her to Germany to recruit Seventh ..day
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Ottilie Stafford
Adventist servicemen who
would soon be released from
military duty. She made the
trip to Germany 25 times, per ...
sonally paying for all but one
trip. She also boarded anum ...
ber of students in her home. In
her later years she focused on
alumni work as editor of the
Golden Chapter Newsletter, a
pub lication designed forwomen
and men who had graduated
from Atlantic Union College
50 or more years ago.
Her contributions were not confined to
the church, however. She was a correspon...
dent for the Clinton Daily Item, writing more
than 15,000column inches, and amember of
- the Lancaster Historical Society.
Rochelle Kilgore was a celebrated
professor at AUC. In 1977 she became
the first recipient of an honorary doctor ...
ate from the college. There is also a chapel
named in her honor in Preston Hall, the
women's dormitory, as well as well as a
scholarship available to English majors.
As an English teacher at AU C, Kilgore
was so popular that she would fill rooms
with anxiously awaiting students even after
classes had been moved because of limited
capacity in a previous room. Her students
were always attentive, but not because of an
intimidating demeanor or strict classroom
discipline. She was an intriguing teacher-
and she spoke very softly!
Kilgore died in her home on campus
at the age of 105, on February 23, 1993.
-Randall Blaekie
Ottilie Stafford
Ottilie Stafford has long been a center
of knowledge and energy on the campus of
Atlantic Union College. Her interests and
degrees range from history to English to
music. As a student, a teacher, an advisor,
and an administrator, she has continually
contributed to the quality of AUC life.
Born in Middletown, New York,
Rochelle Kilgore
Stafford graduated from Union Springs
Academy. She continued her education at
Atlantic Union College, receiving a Bach ...
elor of Arts degree in history and music in
1941. In 1948, Stafford completed amaster
of arts degree in English history and litera ...
ture at Boston University, and in 1960, she
completed a doctor of philosophy degree in
literature, also at Boston University.
Along with short terms of teaching
elementary school in Elmira, New York,
and Hickory, North Carolina, Stafford also
taught on the secondary level for five years
in Philadelphia, Phoenix, and Boston. She
has been actively tea~hing on the college
level since 1948. E~ceptfor 1979...80, when
she was a visiting professor at Loma Linda
and Andrews universities, Stafford has been
a member ofAtlantic Union College's fac...
ulty continuously since 1951.
Stafford isprobably best known for her
teaching. Focused on topics ranging from
ethics to 20th ...century literature to
Shakespeare, her classes are consistently
challenging. Although students are some ...
times intimidated initially by the work load
and Stafford's tough reputation, they quickly
learn to appreciate he~classes,Inwhich open
discussion of important issues is consistently
encouraged. Many students credit Stafford
with being their most influential teacher.
Stafford has also helped to pioneer
some of the most important and influential
programs on AUC's campus. She helped to
start Program II (now
the Honors Core Pro ...
gram), an advanced
course load designed
to push proven stu ...
dents. She was a key
initiator of Fine Arts
Week (for which she
has directed many dra...
matic productions)
and the Adult Degree
Program (ADP). In
the late 1950s,Stafford
also initiated the stu ...
dent arts publication, Contours.
Stafford is also an accomplished ad...
ministrator. For most of the time between
1962 and 1989, she servedAUC as chair of
the English department. Under her leader ...
ship, the department has graduated many
teachers now serving in the Adventist
school system and elsewhere.
Stafford's first stint as director of the
ADP began in the summer of 1974, when
she established the first working office for
the program. From 1989 to the present she
has continued to work hard on the develop ...
ment of the ADP, including the difficult
task ofencouraging teachers, already bogged
down with full loads, to teach during two ...
week winter and summer ADP seminars.
She has also chaired the Academic
Self ...Study Committee as it has prepared
for several evaluation visits by the New
England Association ofSecondary Schools
and Colleges (whose visiting teams have
commented on the well ...written reports
she has authored), the committee that
developed th~ current general education
core, and the Long ...Range Planning Com ...
mittee. Stafford has also served on several
General Conference committees, includ .
ing the Committee on Academic Free .
dom and the committee that developed
the new Seventh ...day Adventist hymnal.
N ext year Stafford will return to her
first love, teaching full ...time in the En ...
glish department. -Neal Noreliffe
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